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History Module 

A Brief History of the RETF 

The Rocket Engine Test Facility (RETF) was built in 1955-1957 at the Lewis Flight 
Propulsion Laboratory, a research facility for the National Advisory Committee for 

Aeronautics (NACA), localed In Cleveland, Ohio. The RETF was constructed as 
part of a United Stales' mission lo develop rockets. This mlsslon was moUvated 
largely as a response lo the German advancement of rocket technology during the 
war and lo the Russian success in launching Sputnik. Because the U.S. needed 
a rocket that was powerful enough to propel payloads into space, the U.S. 
dedicated faciliUes like the RETF lo the research and testing of rocket en~ines. 
Scientists here focused on testi ng new engine designs with various combinations 
of high-energy liquid fuels. Although kerosene was the standard rocket fuel used 
by others, researchers al the RETF took the greater risk lo work with the volatile 
liquid hydrogen, a fuel that promised much more power if they could Safely harness 
It. 

Al the RETF, engineers returned Lo the basic components of rocket engineering 
and proceeded lo design, build, and lest hundreds of different engines. Th eir 
challen~~-w~e )o mak~ a~ eng_i~e ~od_Y that ~ul~ e~_du~e !hf: ~igh t';l~P~tur_e~_ 
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liquid hyd:-0gen a fuel that promised much m~re power if they oould safely harness 
it. 

A l the ETF, engineers returned to the basic oomponents of rocket engineering 
and proceeded lo design, build , and test hundreds of different engines. Their 
challenges were to make an engine body that would endure the high temperatures 
generated by their new fuels and to design an injector that would conslslenUy mix the fuel and the oxidizer In the 
oombustlon chamber so their enQine would burn smoothly. No one had successfu lly used liquid hydrogen as a 
rocket fuel before. The RETF scientists knew liquid hydrogen had tremendous potenlial, and they devoted 
themselves to finding a way lo make it work. 

One of the most ou tstanding achievements at the RETF during the 1950s and 1960s was the development of liquid 
hydrogen as rocket fuel. The knowledge gained at RETF on how to use liquid hydrogen was an essential 
oontribullon to the Prau and Whitney RL-10 engine that was used in the Centaur rocket. The Centaur rocket's first 
mission was as an upper-stage launch vehicle for the unmanned Surveyor spacecraft that went lo the Moon. The 
Cen taur rocket has more recently served as the upper stage for probes and ny-by missions lo other planets, 
notably Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune, and the Cassini mission lo Salum. 

The RETF tested and also contributed Lo the development of the J-2 englne that was used for the second and third 
stages of the Saturn V rocket that powered the Apollo program lo the moon. It is widely accepted that the use of 
lhe Rockeldyne J-2 liquid hydrogen engine In the upper stages of the Saturn Rocket gave the United States a 
decisive advantage in the race to complete a human mission lo the moon. 
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Corner Column 

This panel and electronic equipment controlled the speed at which the valves were opened to allO\v the fuel and 
oxidizers into the test cell. 

This is a ramp generator panel. According to former RETF Engineer Doug BeVllley, , hese ramp-generators were 
used to provide reference electrical signals to lhe controllers who lhen posit ioned the valves tha t provided the 
liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen to the rocket engine being tested. 

This panel was used to monitor the liquid oxygen at lhe test cell. 
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RETF Contributions Module 

HOW ROCKETS WORK 

A rocket is made up of many pa rts, includ ing the engine, the propellants, 
and the payload, wh ich is the cargo for the lrip, such as a satellite. 
Propellants power the rocket and can be in the form of a solid, liquid, 
gas, or gel, depending on the rocket. In rockets propelled by liquid fuel, 
separate containers hold lhe fuel and the oxidizer. The O)(idizer is a 
substance lhal must be present for the fuel lo bum. (In the RL-1O and 
J-2 engines, Iha O)(idiz81" was liquid O)(ygen.) Just before the engine is 
ignited, the fu el and oxidizer are sprayed from lhe injector into the 
combustion chamber where lhey mi)( for combustion. The injector and 
combustion chamber are the two main components that make up the 
core of the rocket engine. When the propellants are ignited and burn , 
the temperatures and pressures build up in the combustion chamber, 
and the hot gases escape backward through the nozzle, propelling the 
rocket forward. 

ROCKET PARTS 
• 
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ROCKET PARTS 

The key components of a liquid propelled rocket are listed below: 

Payload: The cargo that is launched into orbit. 
Fuel: The chemical burned in the engine. Kerosene is a common rocket fuel. RETF tested liquid 

hydrogen, a higher-energy fuel. 
Oxidizer: A chemical Iha! enables the fuel to burn . Liquid oxygen was an oxidizer at RETF. 
Pumps: A turbine, or rotary engine, that forces the fuel and oxidizer into the injectors and combustion 

chamber. 
Injectors: Engine pa rt that controls fuel and oxidizer and sprays these propellants mixture into the 

combustion chamber where they are mixed. A good injector conlrols lhe mix consistently so lhat 
the engine burns smoothly and powerfully. 

Combustion 
Chamber: The engine container where the propellant mixture is ignited and bums. The hot gases 

that result will expand f:lnd push the rocket forw.ird . 
Nozzle: An opening at the lower end of the rocket that f:lllows the hot gases to escape. 
Igniter: Device lhat lights the propellant. 

SIGNIFICANT RETF CONTRIBUTIONS 
• 
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SIGNIFICANT RETF CONTRIBUTIONS 

• Proved that liquid hydrogen could safely be used as a rocket fuel 
• Solved engine design problems so liquid hydrogen could be used 
• Tested components of the J-2 engine 

LJQUID HYDROGEN AS A PROPELLANT 

The Russian scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky proposed liquid hydrogen as 
a fuel as early as 1903, bul only after World War II was liquid hydrogen 
fu lly developed as a propellant. After witnessing the German V-2 rocket
powered missiles, the U.S. military was prompted to develop American 
rocket-powered missiles as a way to help maintain national security. 
Although kerosene was the standard rocket fuel in the U.S. al th is time, it produced significantly lower energy 
than liquid hydrogen could produce. More research on high-energy liquid and solid propellanls was 
begun throughout the country at various Air Force, Navy, and NASA locations, including Lewis Researeh Center. 
Liquid hydrogen once again came into the spotlight. 

Lewis Research Center took the lead in lhe research and testing or a variety of high-energy fuels, including the 
extremely cold and volatile liquid hydrogen, as they tried to find the one that would provide the most power. 
They examined oxid izers such as liquid fluorine and liqu id oxygen, and after hundreds of tests, scientists at 
RFTF rlR!RrminRli th,,t :, r.nmhi mdinn n f lin11irl h vrlrnnRn :mrl !in, tirl mcvn Rn nrnvirlRrl thR nrR<lfR<:I nrnn11l,:inn • 
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Lewis Research Cenler took the lead In lhe research and tesUng of a variety of high-energy fuels, Including the 
extremely cold and volatile liquid hydrogen, as they tried to find the one tha t would provide the mosl power. 
They examined oxid izers such as liquid fluorine and liqu id oxygen, and after hundreds of tests, scienbsts at 
RETF determlned that a combination of liquid hydrogen and llquid oxygen provided the greatest propulsion. 
Using much skill and ingenuity. they found ways to successfully and safely use the combination as fuel for a 
rocket engine. 

Liquid hydrogen is an Ideal fuel source for several reasons: 
• It results in the highest exhaust velocity of all the chemical fuels. A high exhaust velocity makes the rocket 

more powerful, and it then can send heavier payloads Into space. 
• It has a high reaction rate with lhe oxidizer. Liquid hydrogen combines quickly wilh the oxidizer and 

therefore is better than other fuels for lnjecllon into the combustion chamber. 
• As an extremely cold liquid al -400 •f, liquid hydrogen can help cool the engine as ii Rows through. RETF 

engineers developed this Ingenious idea because a.n engine using liquid hydrogen bums much hotter than 
an engine using kerosene, and they could use their cold propellant to cool the metal of the engine so tha t it 
would not melt or defonn. 

However, despite its many valuable qualities, the use of liquid hydrogen had some early drawbacks: 

• It has a low fuel densily, which means Iha! less quantity of liquid hydrogen can be stored in a standard fuel 
tank than other types of fuel. Therefore larger and heavier tanks are needed on the spacecraft 

• Since there was litlle market for liquid hvdroqen prior to these developments. It was not readilv available • 
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However, despite its many valuable qualities, the use of liquid hydrogen had some early drawbacks: 

• II has a low fuel densily, whi(;h means that less quanlily of liquid hydrogen can be slored in a standard fuel 
tank than other types of fuel. Therefore larger and heavier tanks are needed on the spacecraft 

• Since there was titlle market for liquid hydrogen prior to these developments, it was not readily available 
from suppliers during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

Many of the design problems of liquid-hydrogen fuels were solved at RETF. RETF engineers persisted with 
hundreds of tests until they solved the problems inherent in burning the potenl fuel. They discovered how to 
cool the combustion chamber and nozzle by using the cold liquid hydrogen. They experimented with many 
cesigns for the injectors .ind combustion <;hambers until they achieved an efficient, smooth-burning, high-energy 
engine. By 1958, they were testi ng a fully cooled, liquid-hydrogen-l iquid-oxygen combustion chamber at 20,000 
pounds LhrusL 

Rocket scientists soon realized that the high energy of liquid hydrogen was useful for the upper-stage of rocket 
launching. It provided tremendous thrust and the exlra weight of the larger fuel tanks was not as detrimental 
because of the lessened effect of gravity during the upper stage of fl ighL 

The <:levelopment of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen at RETF has contributed greatly to the exploration of 
space. • 
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Design Column 

This illuminaled, melal panel is a graphic represenlalion of the RETF 
SCl'Ubber and exhaust stack and was used to monilor the A-Stand scrubber 
facility. The rocket exhaust was treated inside lhe scrubber, where the hot 1 gas passed through a heavy spray of water. This origina l panel was • 
mounted in the RETF Control Room in the Operations Building. 

THE RETF FACILITY 

The RETF was designed as a complex of buildings spread over ten acres. 
The test cell , within Building 202, was sited on the east side of the narrow 
Abram Creek gorge. Building 202 was cleverly designed to take full 
advantage of the topography of this valley site. The test cell and rocket 
engine blast were directed toward an opposing wall of the gorge, which 
formed an ideal barrier to protect the area from blasts. 

Building 202 housed not only the test cell, but also the fuel and oxidant pi ts, a terminal/observation room, 
offices. and a small shop. The RETF also used an exhaust scrubber, which removed potentially polluting 
byproducts, cooled the exhausl gases. slowed lhe speed and force of the exhaust gases, and muffled lhe roar of 
the fi ring test engine. • 
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The RETF was designed as a complsx of buildings spread over ten acr1:1s. 
The test cell, within Building 202, was sited on the east side of the narrow 
Abram Creek gorge. Building 202 was cleverly designed to take full 
advantage of lhe topography of this vall y site. The test cell and rocket 
engine blast were directed toward an opposing wall of the gorge, which 
formed an ideal barrier to protect the area from blasts. 

Building 202 housed not only the test cell, but also the fuel and oxidant pi ts, a terminallobservalion room, 
offices, <1nd a small shop. The RETF also used an exhaust scrubber, which removed potentia lly poll uting 
byproducts, cooled the exhaust gases, slowed lhe speed and force of the exhaust gases, and muffled the roar of 
the fi ring test engine. 

A 500,000-ga llon ~ter reservoir 11Jas located high atop the eastern hil lside, allowing the engineers to use the 
force of gravity to send the enormous volumes of water through the exhaust scrubber. 

Additional facil ities located around the RETF included an observation blockhouse, a "bottle f<1rrn" of tanks filled 
with high pressure gaseous hydrogen , an area for the transfer and storage of propellants, a cryogenic vaporizer 
facility and wastewater-treatment facilities. 

The Operations Building was localed 1,600 feet north of the test cell and housed the RETF control room, offices, 
and a shop. Data record ing and control computers were located in the Control Room, allowing the engineers to 
oonlrol the tests al a safe distance from the test itself. • 
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THE FUTURE OF 
ROCKET ENGINES MODULE 

THE FUTURE OF ROCKET ENGINES 

Chemical rocket engines like those tested in the RETF have been the work
horses of the ·space age· of lhe twentieth century. Missions from Apollo to the 
Space Shuttle have aJI relied on chemical combustion. While lhese engines will 
remain the main method of gelling from Earth into space, new rocket engines 
are emerging lo provide safe, reliable, and affordable trips for travel beyond 
Earth's orbiL Now known as the NASA Glenn Research Center, researchers 
at the Cleveland, Ohio, facility are continuing lo develop rocket engine techno
logies for future exploration missions. 

ADVANCED CHEMICAL PROPULSION 

Researchers at ASA Glenn are continuing research into the advanced fuels 
and rocket-engine technologies that will improve the performance of chemical 
rockets. One lechnol~y uses a high-energy, gelled propellant with a higher
density aluminum additive mixed into lhe fuel. (The above image shows a 
~ocket ~n~lne wi'!:1 this P'?peU~nt_firi~ I~ ~~~~~ s R~ear~ Co,:i:;b~stion. La.br El 
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ADVANCED CHEMICAL PROPULSION 

Researchers al NASA Glenn are oontinuing research into lhe advanced fuels 
and rocket-engine technologles that will Improve the perfonnance of chemical 
rockets. One technol~y uses a high-energy, gelled propellant with a higher
density aluminum additive mixed into the fuel. ~ e above image shows a 
rocket engine with th is propellant firing In Glenn s Research Combustion lab). 
The gelled propellant makes the fuel safer if ii is accidenlally spi lled , and adding 
melal to the fuel makes the fuel denser and more compact. allowing lhe fuel lo be stored in a more oompacl 
space. Other advances that researchers are investigating include safer fuels , such as ones that can be handled 
without special protective suits, and high-performance atomic chemical fuels that hold atoms of boron, carbon, 
or hydrogen In solid-hydrogen particles. These atomic chemical fuels could one day be the highest performing 
fu els ever created. 

NUCLEAR THERMAL ROCKETS 

Bimodal Nuclear Thermal Rockets oonduct nuclear-fission reactions similar to those that are safely employed 
today at nuclear power plants, including submarines. In these rockets. the energy from the nuclear power plant 
Is used to heat the liquid-hydrogen propellant. Advocates of nuclear powered spacecraft point out that at the 
time of launch, the nuclear reactors release almost no radiation. These nuclear-thermal rockets are used to 

G 
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NUCLEAR THERMAL ROCKETS 

Bimodal Nuclear Thermal Rockets conduct nuclear-fission reactions similar to those that are safely employed 
today at nuclear power plants, including submarines. In these rockets, the energy from the nuclear power plant 
Is used to heal the liquid-hydrogen propellant. Advocates of nuclear powered spacecraft point out that al the 
time of launch, the nuclear reactors release almost no radiation. These nuclear-thermal rockets are used lo 
generate power during the trip, not lo ltfl off from the Earth, and they offer great performance advantages 
compared to chemical propulsion systems, such as faster speed or the ability to carry more payload. Nuclear 
power sources can also be used lo provide the spacecraft with electrical power for operations and scientific 
Instrumentation. 

ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

Towards the end of the twentieth century, electric propulsion emerged as a method for controlling the position of 
the spacecraft and as the primary system tor propelling the spacecraft white it is in space. Electric propulsion 
systems use an electrical field to ionize a gas, typically xenon, and then electrostatically discharge the ion 
stream to generate a low level of thrust. Although the thrust of electric propulsion systems is significantly 
smaller than that of chemical rocket engines, It can operate nearly continuously, unlike the brief high-powered 
thrust of chemical rocket engines. This operation provides a nearly continuous ability that can be used lo steer 
the spacecraft or even to change target destinalions. When coupled with a nuclear power source, larger and 
more powerful electric propulsion systems can be developed. Future missions could include the Jupiter Icy 

G 

El 
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ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

Towards the end of lhe twentieth century, electric propulsion emerged as a method for conlrolling lhe position of 
lhe spacecraft and as the primary system for propelling the spacecraft white it is in space. Electric propulsion 
systems use an electrical fi eld lo ionize a gas, lypically xenon, and then electrostatically discharge the Ion 
stream lo generate a low level of lhrust. Although lhe thrust of electric propulsion systems is significantly 
smaller than that of chemical rocket engines, it can operate nearly continuously, unlike the brief high-powered 
thrust of chemical rocket engines. This operation provides a nearly continuous ability that can be used lo steer 
lhe spacecraft or even to change target destinations. When coupled with a nudear power source larger and 
more powerful electric propu lsion systems can be developed. Future missions could include the Jupiter Icy 
Moons Orbiter. 

PROPULSION BREAKTHROUGHS 

While our current understanding of physics doesn't allow for travel beyond the speed of light, researchers al 
NASA continue lo monitor and rnvestlgate near-term, credlble technologies for space travel. They have made 
measurable progress in these areas, paving the way for lhe breakthrough technologies Lhal would revolutionize 
space travel and enable Interstellar voyages. One such lechnology is a hypothetical spacecraft with a "negative 
energy" Induction ring. Inspired by recent theories that describe how space could be warped with a negative 
energy, this spacecraft would be a hyperfast transport able lo reach distant star systems. 

G 

... 
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STAND-ALONE CONSOLE 

You are standing al the original Control Panel that Research Scientists used to fire 
their rockets in the Rocket Engine Test Facility (RETF ). This Conlrol Panel was 
located in the cen ter of the Control Room in the Operations Building Number 100, 
a safe distance away from lhe RETF In case lhe lest cell exploded during lhe test. 
This main control and instrument console was positioned to be accessible lo the 
test engineer. The control console and the vertical model board show schematic 
representations of the physical layout of lhe RETF syslem. Color-coded lines and 
symbols represent the pipes that conveyed propellant to lhe engine being tested. 
Pilot lights in lhe variou s schematic lines show the locations and operating position 
of control valves, actuators, and motors in the system. Other small tights would 
Indicate if a system was working or not. tr an emergency arose lhat required Im
mediate shut down, engineers could push a "shutdown button" on the console to 
end the test Closed-circuit television and dedicated telephone lines allowed control
room personnel lo observe tests and to communicate with operating personnel at 
lhe test cell. 

The vertical model boards (across the way) show the operating status of all major 
valves, pumps, motors, actuators, and exhaust scrubbers In the system. his board 
faced lhe engineer's position at lhe control console. 
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FREE STANDING ARTIFACT DISPLAYS 

A-STAND ROCKET ENGINE 

This artifact Is a wire-wrapped, stainless-steel channel nozzle tha t was 
used for actual testing of the A-Stand rocket in the years from 1957 to 
1969, the period that the National Park Service defines as being the most 
historically significant period of the RETF. George Repas, Retired RETF 
Engineer, talks about the piece: 

In the early 1960s, ou r fabrication shop experimented with building a 
rocket by stacking up channels on a mandrel (a vertical bar that is 
inserted into a workpiece to hold It during machining) and closing the 
outside by wrapping wire and braze material and putting It all In a furnace. 
After many tries, lhey got the process down pa t and built several engines 
for testing at Stand A. This eng ine was dump-water cooled and ran at a 
chamber pressure of 300 psi (pounds per square Inch) with a thrust of 
20,000 lbs." 

This engine also has a non-metallic curved sleeve on the outside. 

Mnr.K. IIP MnnFI nF Rnr.KFT FNr,INF G 
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MOCK-UP MODEL OF ROCKET ENGINE 

Made of si lver plastic, this model is a mock-up of a rocket engine and represen ts a type of engine that Pratt and 
Whitney was scheduled lo build during the 1970s. The model appears to be accurate In its scale. 

CUTAWAY OF PLUG ENGINE ASSEMBLY 

This artifact Is a cutaway or a Plug Engine design and consists or a stainless steel inIector, a copper spool piece, 
and a ceramic-coaled copper plug. George Repas, Retired RETF Engineer, describes this engine as a unique 
one that was tested al the RETF from 1972 through the 1980s: 

The engine has ·a liquid oxygen-gaseous hydrogen injector with a hole down the center. Into this hole was 
mounted an hourglass-shaped cooled plug. The plu!} was ceramic-coated lo provide more cooling margin. 
Bolted lo this injector/plug combination was a cylindncal liquid hydrogen-cooled copper engine, which we called 
the spool piece. We would run ltquid hydrogen through the spool piece and fire the engine, shut ii off, fire ii 
again, In a cycl ic fashion, often doing 85 firings before the liquid hydrogen lank was starling lo gel empty." 

The piece was tested until it be9an to leak. and Repas indicated that the number of cycles the spool piece could 
take before It leaked was used to gauge the low cyde fatigue characteristics of the spool-piece materia l. " 
Some spool pieces were fired as many as 300 cydes. He also indica ted that he built a total of 135 spool pieces, 
and that many different copper alloys were used for the spool pieces, including one piece wi th a silver liner. 
They also experimented with differing cooling passage configurations and ceramic coatings. Their successful G 




